Students’ guide to
SAFMEDS and Precision

If you are using the flashcard
method, you will need:
1.

Teaching
What is SAFMEDS?
Say-All-Fast-Minute-Every-Day-Shuffled
(SAFMEDS) is a daily practice and
assessment strategy. Using a set of
flashcards with a maths question on the
front and the correct answer on the back,
you can follow the steps in this guide to
help you: (1) answer maths questions
both quickly and accurately (this is also
referred to as “fluency”), and (2) identify
any questions that you might be
struggling with or haven’t learned yet.

What is Precision Teaching?
Precision teaching is a way of defining,
measuring, and recording learning.
Charting your SAFMEDS scores will allow
you to create a visual picture of your
progress. You can use this to set realistic
targets to help you master each SAFMEDS
pack (different maths skills).

2.

A timer. We recommend using a
countdown timer that will make a
noise when 1-minute is up, but if
you don’t have access to one, a
stopwatch, sand timer or a clock
face will also work.

A deck of SAFMEDS cards. You can
download and print pre-made PDF
flashcards from
https://sites.google.com/hwbcymru
.net/teaching-andlearning/acceleratingskills/teaching-and-learningstrategies/numeracy/safmeds-packs
or make your own at home (we
have included some advice to help
you make your own cards later in
this guide).

3. A pencil and a sheet of paper to
write down your scores.

4. You might also find it helpful to
make an A4 placemat to put your
cards onto during your 1-minute
timings. This will make it easier to
separate and distinguish your
‘correct’ cards from your ‘not yets’.

5. A chart to visualise your progress. You
can download an Excel version from
https://sites.google.com/hwbcymru.net/t
eaching-and-learning/acceleratingskills/teaching-and-learningstrategies/numeracy/safmeds-resources

STEP 3: Work through the cards as

STEP 6: Repeat steps 1-5 until you have

quickly as you can.
 Read the question in your head
and then say the answer out loud.
 Turn the card over to check your
answer. If you got the answer
correct, place the card into a
‘correct’ pile. If you don’t know
the answer or answer it
incorrectly, place the card in their
‘not yet’ pile. It is ok to skip cards
if you are unsure or find yourself
hestitating!

completed three timings.
 Set yourself a challenge to beat
your personal best score each day.

STEP 4: When 1-minute has passed,
How to apply the SAFMEDS
strategy to flashcards:
To see the SAFMEDS strategy in action
please view this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPU
alwRNmnU

STEP 1: Shuffle your deck of cards.
STEP 2: Start the timer for 1-minute.

count up the number of cards you have in
their ‘correct’ and ‘not yet’ piles. Write
this score down on a piece of paper. We
use the term ‘not yets’ instead of
‘mistakes’ to keep things positive. These
cards show what questions you need to
practice or you haven’t learnt yet. Don’t
feel discourage if you place cards into this
pile—the more opportunities you have to
learn the faster you can master the
content.

STEP 7: Take your highest score for the
day and input it into the Excel chart.
Please view the document labelled “a
guide to using the excel chart”
https://sites.google.com/hwbcymru.net/tea
ching-and-learning/acceleratingskills/teaching-and-learningstrategies/numeracy/safmeds-resources.
This has step by step pictures to help you
input and view your data.

STEP 8: Review the chart at the end of
each week to make sure you are still
making progress on your current
SAFMEDS pack. If not, ask an adult for
help (we have included some advice to
help you interpret learning pictures the
next part of this guide).

STEP 5: Go through any cards that you
placed in your ‘not yet’ pile (you can do
this with a parent, sibling, or friend if you
need some extra help). This is a good
opportunity to identify what you already
know and what you might need some
more help with.

Learning pictures adapted from Lindsley, O. R. (1995).
Precision Teaching: By teachers for children. Journal of
Precision Teaching, 7(2), 9-17.
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Remember the SAFMEDS stratey is a
game—the target is speed! Set yourself a
score challenge each day.

DOWNHILL

CROSS-OVER
CLIMB

Generally, if your scores are displaying a
worsening picture there are either too many
distractions in the environment or you need
some additional motivation. Double check
that the pack you are working on is not too
difficult by going through all the cards
without a timer to find out what you know,
what you don’t know, and what you find
difficult. It might help if you do this with an
adult so that they can identify a more
appropriate pack for you if necessary.

SURFACE

If you the number of correct cards you can
answer is consitantly below your fluency
aim, and they are making zero errors (i.e.,
you can’t go any faster), go through the
cards with an adult or friend without a
timer. See if there is a pattern in the cards
that you hesitate on (e.g, are they always
questions that contain “x12”). You may
need you to learn some additional
strategies to answer these questions
quickly. If this is not the case, you may
need some one to sit with you whilst you
work through your timings to encourage
you to work through the cards quicker.

WORSENING:

LANDING

If you are consistantly reaching your
fluency aim (mastery) and not placing
any cards in your ‘not yet’ pile, you
might be ready to move on to a harder
pack of cards. Go through the pack with
an adult or friend without a timer, so
that they can double check that you can
answer all of the cards fluently (without
hesitating on any questions).

IMPROVING:
If you can answer more card correctly each
day, getting fewer ‘not yets’, and/or getting
through more cards althogether during your
1-minute timings, then you are working
towards mastering the skill you are
practicing. Keep going!

If you aren’t able to get through may
cards during your timings, the pack is
probably too hard. Go through the
whole pack without a timer to see what
you know. If you find it difficult ask
your teacher or parent if they can give
you an easier pack.

AIM

ROCK BOTTOM

If you are answering the same number of
cards correctly three days in a row, you
may need some additional support from an
adult (your teacher or a parent/gaurdian) or
friend .

GET TRUCKIN’

By inputting your scores into the excel file,
you will be able to visualise your progress.
Over time, your scores will start to develop
a picture of their learning. There are three
categories of learning pictures: Improving,
maintaining, and worsening. This part of the
guide will help you to understand what each
of these pictures mean and suggestions of
things you can try to help you improve your
fluency of key maths skills.

MAINTAINING:

SNOW PLOW

Charting your scores and creating
learning pictures:

Tips for making SAFMEDS cards at
home:
There is some research evidence to suggest
the benefits of students making their own
SAFMEDS cards. By creating the cards
yourself, you can review the questions in
the pack, which may help you to learn and
remember some of the information1.
Because you are putting time and effort into
making these packs, you may also be less
likely to misplace them2. So, if you are
unable to print the packs available you
can make your own. Here are some tips for
making SAFMEDS packs at home:
1. What can you use to make the
cards? Any paper/card is absolutely
fine. It can be lined, plain, or even
ready-cut index cards. For an A4
sheet, fold the paper in on itself 4
times to create 16 cards per sheet.

2. Use the PDFs on
https://sites.google.com/hwbcymru
.net/teaching-andlearning/acceleratingskills/teaching-and-learningstrategies/numeracy/safmeds-packs
as a template to copy so that each
pack contains enough cards and the
questions and answers are correct.
3. You may wish to draw a coloured
line down the right-hand side of the
front of each card (the PDFs online
have a grey strip). This will make it
easier for you to see, at a quick
glance, if the cards are all the right
way around before each timing.

4. It is important that you can’t see the
answers through the cards. We
recommend using a sharp pencil to
write the answers on the back of the
cards (particularly if you are using
paper to create them). Avoid using
felt tips.
5. You will need to make sure that
there are no additional clues on the
cards that might lead you to the
answer. Be mindful of bending the
cards, as well as using consistent
colours and handwriting styles.
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